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“Fiction reveals truth, that reality obscures.”

The King, The Architect & Alternative Realities
by Johannes Sverlander
Studio 5 supervised by Ulrika Karlsson & Einar Rodhe 
KTH School of Architecture, Spring 2016

”Once upon a time, there was a theatre…”

Thesis Question: How can history be used when designing a theatre in the park of Haga?

Just like a theatre play, history is balancing between reality and fiction. This work 
uses architectural history in a playful way to create a theatre in the royal park of Haga 
just outside of Stockholm. King Gustav III (1746–1792), also known as The Theatre King, 
appointed Jean Louis Desprez (1743–1804) head architect for his grand plans in Haga. 
Some were realized, while others remained fantasies. 
In my work I use (and abuse) drawings of Desprez to explore how ideas of the past can be 
used to compose a theatre of today.

The result is a theatre built up of compound constructions, carefully arranged and 
composed into a rich and rather peculiar theatre experience. Historic drawings have been 
manipulated to create new building elements. These elements have later been combined 
with each other to create compound spaces within the new theatre. Here, you as a visitor, 
gets to face architectural figures from the past, displaced in time and distorted 
through space. Like stepping into another world, this aesthetics and architectural 
experience add to the theatre experience to challenge your view upon things by balancing 
on the edge between reality and fiction.



θέατρον (Théatro) / 
Theatre

The word “theatre” derives from ancient 
Greek; θέατρον (pronounced “théatro”). 
It means “a place for viewing”. This word 
comes from θεάομαι (theáomai), meaning “to 
see”, “to watch”, “to observe”.

Introduction
I started this project asking provocative 
questions and statements like How do we 
“see” our reality? and How is our “view” 
on history? Is our making of reality in fact 
constructing a fiction? What we do tomorrow 
is based on yesterday...

History mediates between “reality” - what 
actually happened, and “fiction” - what 
we judge to have happened. “Fiction 
reveals truth, that reality obscures”(Ralph 
Waldo Emerson) has been a statement 
explored throughout the project. What 
does reality obscure, that fiction could 
have the possibility to reveal? As an ironic 
consequence of experiencing fictions, we 
might read our reality differently and find 
new perspectives on how to relate to things. 

Method Development
The project balances between reality 
and fiction and explores history through 
the spectacle of a theatre. It is a reaction 
towards our persistent strive and desire 
for understanding the world by scentific 
measures. By manipulating historic 
drawings intuitively, for instance through 
displacement, distortion and deconstruction, 
the project searches for how to construct 
and re-construct alternative realities when 
becoming a theatre. Similar as a theatrical 
play, the project uses (and even abuses) 
histories and narratives in a playful manner 
to develop an architectural language. 

Characters of History
I started to apply this altering method on 
drawings of Jean Luis Desprez(1743-1804). 
He was an architect and artist as well as 
stage designer of theatre sets. He was 
appointed head architect of the Swedish 
king Gustav III(1746-1792) in the late 18th 
century. The king achived great cultural 
progress for the nation throughout his 
lifetime and is often referred to as “the 
Theatre King”. He was sadly assassinated 
on one of his own masquerades, which he 
attended despite warnings of his dreadful 
future to come. 

Site Introduction
However, while alive, the king acquired a 
new piece of land north of Stockholm, for 
which he developed and re-developed his 
grand plans. This site became the pleasure 
garden of Haga, where some plans were 
realized, while others were left unbuilt and 
remained fantasies. This is the historical, 
cultural as well as actual context in which 
this project is situated. Today, it is a 
peculiar site, full of exotic activities. Here, 
you can visit a house full of butterflies, an 
aquatic world of sharks, a chinese open air 
pavillion, a ruin of a castle in the woods as 
well as have a glimpse of the house where 
a royal family lives today. Or you can just 
sit down with your friends in the grass for a 
picnic by the lake.

Design Development 
- Architecture As 
Compounds
In the beginning of my process, I started 
to do simple manipulations of specific 
drawings of Desprez from within the 
historical site of Haga. What interested 
me was the geometrical figures within the 
drawings. From these, I produced different 
abstract models, which I analyzed and 

defined architectural qualities for. 
I merged all my initial studies of Desprez 
into what was defined as a compound 
model, consisting of all the different unique 
models. Together, they became something 
else than experiencing them separated. 
Spatial relations, voids and tensions 
created something new. The compound 
composition became my concept model for 
this project. It directed me to think of what 
kind of spaces my theatre could include 
and how I could explore them through 
design. 
My later design process for the theatre can 
be devided into 3 parts. The first as spatial 
elements, the second as interior spaces 
and the third as the building composition. 
What connects them is the concept of 
the compound space. A compound space 
is built up of different parts which are 
treated, composed and joined in a specific 
way. Together, the combined parts create 
a unified composition and something more 
than when being separated. 

Inside-Out Design Process
1. Spatial Elements As Compounds 
The compound spatial elements are like 
building elements for the theatre. They have 
different characters, which are defined 

by their geometry, scale and materiality. 
They are what defines the spaces within 
the building, such as walls and pillars or 
barriers and transitions. Together they 
define the interior spaces of the theatre.

2. Interior Spaces As Compounds 
The interior spaces as compounds are 
spatially defined by the spatial elements(1). 
However, they are also defined by the what 
the interior space should be used for, its 
function, as well as what kind of experience 
they should produce. In this phase, I started 
to define what kind of interior spaces the 
theatre would include and what use they 
would have.

3. The Building As A Compound 
Composition 
The building as a compound composition 
is defined by its interior spaces(2). The 
exterior shape has become a result of what 
is on the inside. Yet, I have also raised 
many questions along the way,  affecting 
the spatial organization, such as; How does 
the park and its surroundings relate to the 
theatre? and How will the visitor and worker 
approach and move through the building? 
for naming a few.

About The Project...

Great Haga Castle (Unbuilt), 
Part of section 1790

Cupid & Psyche Temple, 1790Cupid & Psyche Temple, 1790

Cupid & Psyche Temple, 1790 The Copper Tents, (built, burned down & 
re-built, existing), 1787

Temple of Immortality, Ceiling Plan

Desprez Illustration, 1780, 
Sémiramis by Voltaire

Temple of Echo(left, existing) & Cupid & Psyche temple(Right, non-
existing), Axel Fredrik Cederholm, 1805

Gustav III´s Pavillion (existing), picturesque painting by Axel 
Fredrik Cederholm, 1811

Grand HAga Castle, 1791

The Grand Haga Castle, 1790

Gustav III

1746-1792

- Swedish king between 1771-1792.
- Founded the Swedish Academy.
- Also known as “The Theatre King”.
- Gustav was assassinated on one of his own 
masquerades, which he attended despite 
warnings about his dreadful future to come.

Jean Louis Desprez

1743-1804

- French architect, artist and designer of 
theatre sets.
- Assigned head architect for the king’s grand 
plans in Haga.



Old Masterplan For the Pleasure Garden of Haga, Magnus Piper, 1781



Highlighted Old Masterplan For the Pleasure Garden of Haga
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Key in old Swedish for Magnus Piper’s General Plan for Haga, 1781

A - Stora Entréen, närmast Norrtull med 2:ne Smärre Pawilloner för portwagten, grindpelare och galler m.m. (Haga södra grindar)
B - 8. kantig Sallon när Landswägen. 
C - Tempel med 2:ne Cabinetter på Sidorna och utsigt åt holmarne, Stallmästare gården och Norrtull.
D - Brobåge med en öppen pawillon mitt på bron. 
E - Eremitage, construerad af Stora Ekstubbar, med rötterne upåt wände och Sammanflätade öfwer ingångarne. (Hagaparkens 
eremitage)
F - Gråtta, med utur wattnet upstigande Stenblåck, som med sjelfwa hufwudmassan formera hvalf öfver Entréerna.
G - Chinesisk Pagode. (Kinesiska paviljongen) 
H - Den så kallade Ängelska bron.
I - Här war en Casino, enl bifogad plan och Façade tillämnad med nergångar till en lägre gårdsplan och flyglar åt sjön till. 
{I dess ställe blev ett Neptuni Tempel jemte hvalf för Gondoler föreslagit. (Neptuni tempel och gondolgrottan)
K - Ruin, med en Korniche och Säten.
L - Den så kallade Finnstugan, som på denna sidan skulle decoreras. (Finnstugorna) 
M - Piramid med uppgång till en Belwedere, hwarifrån ses hela Haga, Djurgården, Staden och 
Kålbotten. (Hagaparkens utsiktspyramid)
N - Kiosken eller Turkiske Sallonen. (Turkiska kiosken)
O - Lilla träpavillonen, flyttad från gamla stället wid I.
P - Träskola. 
R - Gothisk bygnad för wattenupfordringswerket. (Grottan)
S - Tillärnad Stallbygnad, med decorerad Façade, att göra Point de Vue för det nya 
påbörjade Slåttet W
T - Corps de Garde i form af Tält efter Desprez dessein. (Koppartälten)
U - Tillämnad Bassin, som skulle förses med watten ifrån upfodringswerket R. (Grottan)
V - Entrée från Hagalund. (Haga norra grindar)
W - Nya slottsbyggnaden (Stora Haga slott)
X - Kongl. Pawillonen på nya Haga. (Gustav III:s paviljong)
Z - Amor och Psyketemplet. (Ekotemplet finns inte med på Pipers plan.) 
--- 
Tillagda littera:
1 - Haga teater
2 - Haga slott
3 - Ekotemplet
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Site plan of Haga 1:5000 1 km

Lake Brunnsviken

Following the sightlines of the 
old masterplan of Haga from 
1781, the site of the theatre is 
located. 

Opposite of the Copper Tents, 
next to the pelouse, the building 
is situated and connected to the 
existing road network.

It is a central location within the 
park with good connections to its 
surroundings.



Roof Plan 1:1000

1 Entrance People
2 Entrance Material
3 New Roads
4 The Auditorium
5 The Summer Stage
6 The Atrium
7 The Black Box
8 Terrace
9 The Pelouse
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Model Photos - Site Model - 1:500



Model Photo - Compound Building Elements 1:50



Model Photo - Parti Study Model - 1:50



Model Photos - Parti Study Model 1:50 & Study of Auditorium Seating Partition 1:20 
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Key For Drawings:
1 Entrance
2 Foyer
3 Ticket Counter
4 Cloakroom
5 The Atrium
6 The Black Box
7 The Bar
8 Restrooms
9 Staircase
10 The Auditorium
11 Storage
12 The Summer Stage
13 Loading
14 Material Storage
15 Set Design Workshop
16 Set Design Painting
17 Set Design Archive
18 Costume & Mask Workshop
19 Rehearsal Rooms
20 Common Rooms
21 Meeting Rooms
22 Terrace
23 Administration
24 Technique

Part of Ground Floor Plan
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Part of Ground Floor Plan - Level of Details 1:100



Part of Ground Floor Plan - Level of Details 1:100



Section A-A

Section Perspective, Part of B-B

Architectural Performance - A Peculiar Experience

“Have you heard of the theatre in Haga, you know the new one in the park? I just made a visit over there and can you believe 
it, it was like stepping into another world. You know how much I love theatres, and this was a very peculiar experience indeed. 
I can’t keep track of time and thought I was a bit late, so I hurried through the park. But when I stepped into the foyer, first I 
thought I must have entered through the wrong door, it felt like I entered a stage. There was people mingling around in a big 
room reminding me of a castle. Do you know about the Woody Allen movie, Midnight in Paris? This was just like it. Somehow, I 
suddenly found myself talking to Romeo, having a smoke in an atrium during a break from rehearsals, whereas Juliet checked 
on her phone and latest Instagram update. In the corner was Vladimir and Estragon having a coffee break, just waiting for 
Godot as usual. The bell rang for my play, so I made my way to the Black Box. Here, everybody went silent, sat down and 
waited for the play to start. It was dark. A spotlight turned on, lighting up a figure and the play started. Yet I thought to myself, 
the play had already started long ago.”



Section A-A - Level of Details 1:200



The Black Box Plan, Model Photo Section and Section Perspective

Interior Compound Spaces - The Black Box



The Atrium Model Photo & Plan Perspective Elevation & Section

Interior Compound Spaces - The Atrium



Axo View, PlanSection Perspective Elevation View

Interior Compound Spaces - The Staircase



My Methods/Process - Step By Step...

1. Manipulated historic drawings:

Intuitive manipulations of figures in historic drawings to abstract constructions

2. Combined the constructions into a compound model

This model defined the overall concept for the project.

3. Created compound building elements & spaces

Combined parts from the concept model to create specific building elements and interior 
spaces of the theatre.

4. Composed the theatre building of the compound spaces

The building itself becomes a compound, where building elements and spaces are combined 
together into a complete theatre experience.

Thesis Question: 

How can history be used when designing a theatre in the park of Haga?



1. Manipulated historic drawings:

Intuitive manipulations of figures in historic drawings to abstract constructions



- The Figure

- The Compound Space

- The Composition

What is a figure?

A figure is the area or shape with certain characteristics defined by its geometry, in 
this case the outline of Michelangelo’s(1475-1564)  sculpture David.

Key Concepts



1. Manipulated historic drawings:

Intuitive manipulations of figures in historic drawings to abstract constructions



1. Manipulated historic drawings:

Intuitive manipulations of figures in historic drawings to abstract constructions



1. Manipulated historic drawings:

Intuitive manipulations of figures in historic drawings to abstract constructions



1. Manipulated historic drawings:

Intuitive manipulations of figures in historic drawings to abstract constructions



1. Manipulated historic drawings:

Intuitive manipulations of figures in historic drawings to abstract constructions



1. Manipulated historic drawings:

Intuitive manipulations of figures in historic drawings to abstract constructions



1. Manipulated historic drawings:

Intuitive manipulations of figures in historic drawings to abstract constructions



1. Manipulated historic drawings:

Intuitive manipulations of figures in historic drawings to abstract constructions



1. Manipulated historic drawings:

Intuitive manipulations of figures in historic drawings to abstract constructions

How can I use these abstract 
constructions as a basis for my 

project?



2. Combined the constructions into a compound model

This model defined the overall concept for the project.



Plan of Compound Concept Model Elevations



A compound space is built up of different parts which are treated, composed and 
joined in a specific way. Together, the combined parts create a unified composition and 

something more than when being separated.

the idea of compound spaces works on 3 different scales in the project; the building 
elements, the interior spaces and the theatre building.

Project Reference, John Soane’s Museum, London

What is a compound space?

- The Figure

- The Compound Space

- The Composition

Key Concepts



Reference, “Archive of Affinities”, Andrew Kovacs

“I have an affinity for 
Architecture that is a compound 

whole” 
- Andrew Kovacs



How can I combine qualities & different 
aspects from my concept model into 

the theatre?



Process Diagrams of Building Layout

How can I compose the different spaces within the theatre?

1. All within a box

2. Exterior shape from Interior

4. All separated & connected3. Dense along one line



Model Photos - 1:50 Models

3. Created compound building elements & spaces

Combined parts from the concept model to create specific building elements and interior spaces of the theatre.



A composition is the careful placement, arrangement or 
organization of different parts to a complete whole, here 

explained as a still life painting(“An allegory of the vanities 
of human life”) by Harmen Steenvyck(1612-1657).

What is a composition?

- The Figure

- The Compound Space

- The Composition

Key Concepts



Model Photo - 1:50 Model

4. Composed the theatre building of the compound spaces

The building itself becomes a compound, where building elements and spaces are combined together into a 
complete theatre experience. 


